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Summer Days

What comes to mind when you think of summer
days? Perhaps swimming, softball, picnics, playgrounds,
vacations, or other activities for which we don’t have
time during the school year. ICCF benefited this past
summer from a group of young professionals who
donated their time to the children at Family Haven and
the surrounding neighborhood. The five young married
couples included teachers, business professionals,
nurses, and speech pathologists, all members of a small
group at Evergreen Ministries. They normally play
on a summer church softball team but decided this
year to contribute their time and energy to spending
Wednesday evenings at Family Haven. One of the
teachers had a summer job on a farm. Every week
he brought a different animal to show the children.
They learned about a
variety of animals and
had the opportunity
to feed and handle
them. The rooster
was a favorite, as
was a bunny. On
the other hand, the
corn snake was
fascinating but not as
appealing to touch.
Because the activities
were normally on
Tortoise
the lawn in sight
of neighborhood residents and because the Haven children
were obviously having such a good time, it didn’t take long for
neighbor children to join the group. On occasion the group of
continued on page 2

Lawn games

Summer Garden Concert Series
At ICCF we explored a new use for the garden in front of our
building this summer. We offered free family-friendly concerts
on the third Thursdays of June, July, and August. The events
were scheduled from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., and guests were invited to
bring their own blankets, chairs, and picnic suppers. Some guests
took advantage of boxed meals prepared and sold by The Green
Well restaurant next door to ICCF. Huntington Bank helped to
underwrite the expenses, and
continued on page 7
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CityPrize
By now all who live in greater Grand
Rapids know about ArtPrize, and many
of us have seen at least some of the art
entries. In September the second edition of
this unusual art festival was kicked off in a
host of venues all around downtown Grand
Rapids. Across the board, all evaluations
Jonathan Bradford last year were strongly favorable. With the
President and CEO national media attention ArtPrize won last
year, a much larger event this year seems
certain to attract even more praise.
Each artist, local business person, public official and art
appreciator has his or her own reasons to take delight in this
unique form of artistic experience. I agree it is great. The
extraordinarily diverse art is thrilling to experience. There is
more however to ArtPrize than the art and the artists. The crowds
who pour into Grand Rapids’ downtown and surrounding areas
fascinate me. To see the lines forming outside museums and
bumper-to-bumper baby strollers being pushed toward the next
art venue is to see again a healthy, vibrant city. And it is not just
the number of people. Notice the diversity of the crowds. There
are elderly folks and teenagers, just as there are Latino, Asian and
African–American people. There we all are, each of us people
whom God loves so much that we were created in his image.
The wining artists, chosen by public voting, will have earned
the prizes awarded. But the real winners are the people of Grand
Rapids. What we experience in ArtPrize might be new for many
of us, but it is very much the way that our grand parents and their
grand parents experienced life in the public realm. For many of
us much of our experience of the public realm is framed by the
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(continued from page 1)

children swelled to 20 or more. There was sufficient continuity
that the adults and children welcomed each other by name. At the
end of the summer the adults supervised the annual carnival at
Family Haven, and their enthusiastic leadership was a huge help
to manager Deb Armstrong. Their affection and kind
attention to the children was a witness to God’s love. We
offer our heartfelt thanks to Kara and Brad Sall, Lori and
Matt Kuipers, Luke and Becky Bagnall, Ross and Abby
Guerink, and Kristin and Luke Bouman.
When I invited their response to their experience,
Becky Bagnall wrote on behalf of the group:
“We loved volunteering at Family Haven every week.
It was a challenge but also a HUGE blessing. We were
usually greeted with hugs and waves and shouts, and we
anticipated each Wednesday night with joy. Our main
goal was to simply let the children and families there
know that they are LOVED! . . . We played a lot of games,
such as kick ball, freeze tag, relay races that work on
team building, and so on. We also did activities such as
scavenger hunts and crafts, and of course there was always
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windshield of our cars as we drive great distances from the areas
zoned for housing to areas zoned for business or industry and then
to areas zoned for shopping.
It is the very design of our downtown area that makes us, the
ArtPrize audience, the real lasting winners. Because downtown is
densely constructed and walkable, hundreds of thousands of people
can get to the 200+ venues in reasonable time and comfort. For the
most part the central 25% of our city was originally designed for
people and their need to easily get from work to home or the shop
on foot or public transportation. I think this is something that we
Christians today would do well to celebrate and perpetuate.
Our forebears knew that principle well. They located their
churches and cathedrals most often on the central square of the
town or city. These squares were also bustling places of commerce
and public discourse. The church and its members were not apart
from the public; rather deep and regular civic engagement by the
church was standard.
We all won at ArtPrize because we were able to more closely
engage with our neighbor. The people of our city, whether gathered
by ArtPrize or not, are those to whom Jesus was referring in
Matthew 25, some needing food, or water, or clothes or health
care. They are also the same future disciples to whom Jesus was
referring in Matthew 28. It would be good for us to seek ways to
be closer to them. So you see, where we work, live, shop or play
is important for how we respond to both Matthew 25 and 28. I am
thankful for the manner in which
ArtPrize has brought so many
of us together for two weeks.
Don’t stop now, Jesus wants
us to do so all year.

food involved. Parents frequently came out to observe, and we
could tell they enjoyed seeing their children’s happy participation.
We ended each session in a group prayer and got lots of hugs when
it was time to leave.”

Evergreen Professionals Group
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Beyond Our Blind Side—An Extraordinary Journey
Imagine the world with
more people like . . .

The Tuohys

Sandra Bullock said, “If there were more
Leigh Anne Tuohys, the world would be
a better-run, more harmonious, and more
productive place. . . . She’s such an amazing
person.” Come and see for yourself.
Hear what Leigh Anne and Sean Tuohy
have to say about what it takes to make a
difference.
In their new book, In a Heartbeat:
Sharing the Power of Cheerful Giving, the
Tuohys tell a bit of their family history and
their philosophy on philanthropy. Sean says
they live by an informal policy they call the
“popcorn theory.” He explains it this way:
“You can’t help everyone. But you can try to help the hot ones who
pop right up in front of your face.” It’s about noticing others, being
open to strangers, affirming a person’s value, and really seeing
someone. If we can look past our blind side, it could be the start
of an extraordinary journey. Sean and Leigh Anne are convinced
Michael Oher was one of those popcorn people God placed in their
life.
The Tuohys assert they sometimes looked at giving too
formally, concerned with proper methods and receipts, or focused
on big causes or an agenda of expected results. They suggest that
if we’re too focused on results, we will never give our money away.
Leigh Anne confessed, “It pained us to realize that we too often
failed at the simplest kind of giving. . . . We chose not to notice
someone standing right in front of us. We looked right past the
woman in the grocery store taking things out of her basket because
she was short on cash or the elderly disabled man in line at CVS.”
They made a conscious decision that rather than do great things,
they would focus on doing “small things with great love.” Their

extraordinary journey with Michael began
with the decision to do a small thing—to
give him a ride.
Sean and Leigh Anne Tuohy have
a marvelous sense of humor, and their
contrasting personalities really come
through in the pages of their book. Sean
confesses, “By temperament we were very
different, but somehow our relationship
worked. I was laid-back, drawling,
easygoing. Leigh Anne was a pure type A.
How do you explain harmony? . . . We have
it. . . . My way of doing things takes three
weeks; hers takes three minutes. We’re both
achievers, we just go about it differently. . . .
What matters most is that we complement
each other. And, on the important things,
we understand each other almost perfectly. Over the years, our
differences have tended to be sources of interest, not conflict.”
After Michael Oher was selected to play with the Baltimore
Ravens, the Tuohy family attended every game—both home and
away. When Michael was introduced in the starting lineup, Leigh
Anne would burst into tears. Analyzing their reaction, the Tuohys
decided that perhaps Michael’s greatest gift to them was hope.
“Watching him on the field gave us hope that others like Michael
could emerge from their desolate, dead-end circumstances. It gave
us hope that people’s lives could be changed. It gave us hope that
we could make a little bit of a difference.”
Don’t miss the ICCF annual benefit event October
19 at DeVos Place. Consider a table sponsorship (see www.
iccf.org for details) or purchase individual tickets for $100
@336-9317 X411. The evening includes a punch reception 5:30–
6:30 p.m., dinner at 6:30 p.m., and the Tuohy presentation at
7:30–8:30 p.m. Copies of their new book will be available.

When is a Sock Not a Sock?
In January 2010 the American Sewing Guild, Grand Rapids
chapter, visited the fabric exhibit at ICCF. At the end of their
meeting in the assembly hall, Barb Leegwater challenged the
members. She had filled a box with socks she had bought at
Goodwill, and she asked the guild members to select a sock for
making a puppet and to bring back the puppet in August. At their
August meeting the members voted on their favorites and then
presented all the puppets to AnnaMae Bush
for ICCF to distribute to children in ICCF
housing. The results of their creativity were
incredible. ICCF staff admired the dragons
and animals and imaginative people formed
out of a wide variety of socks. Check out
the photos and see if you agree that a sock
AnnaMae Bush and Barb Leegwater is not a sock when it’s a puppet.
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Seeing the Sacred in the Ordinary
John August Swanson’s eyes are very much tuned into seeing
the ordinary as sacred, from tilling fields to baking bread
to serving meals. His art highlights people in ordinary life,
particularly those whose stories are told in the Old and New
Testaments. He helps us connect with the ancient biblical stories
too. In a book written by Joan Chittister and illustrated by John
Swanson and based on the Old Testament story of Ruth, the reader
connects her story with that of all immigrants. The reader also sees
in Ruth’s experiences moments that are common to all women:
loss, change, transformation, aging, independence . . . fulfillment.
ICCF was privileged to enjoy a weeklong visit with Swanson
from September 12 through 19. He came to give several evening
presentations about his work and to dialogue with guests who
came to view his work. In addition to normal office hours, ICCF
scheduled special open house hours. From 6:00-9:00 p.m., Monday,
September 13, through Thursday, September 16, the building was
open to exhibit visitors. On Monday Swanson gave a tour and
spoke about his work. On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
evenings he showed a PowerPoint presentation and focused on
a different aspect of his work—the parables of everyday life, the
social justice theme and theological thrust of his art, and the
technique of serigraph production.
Swanson enjoyed learning more
Anyone who missed
about ICCF and meeting the staff.
the September events
He supported ICCF work with 25
still has an opportunity
percent of the proceeds from selling
posters, cards, books, and serigraph to view the exhibit until
it concludes the end
prints. (Sales benefiting ICCF
of December. At that
continue at www.eyekons.com/
time the art committee
swanson). He also donated to ICCF
a print of his most recent serigraph, will install an exhibit of
“Madonna of the Harvest.”
paintings by the West
Michigan Eight.

John August Swanson

Annual Carnival at Family Haven, Aug. 18

Face painting
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Bean bag toss
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REDM News
The construction department is very busy with
There is a new face in REDM. The department
repairing foreclosed homes. We are happy to report
welcomed Linda Kanoza in August as the new
that since the beginning of the year we have purchased
Construction and Real Estate Assistant. She has more
22 homes. We have completed reconstruction on 8
than 24 years of experience in construction, property
foreclosed homes, and we have 8 more in the process
management, architecture, marketing, and cost
of reconstruction. Very soon we will start work
estimating for development of commercial properties.
on the last 4 homes we purchased, and we plan to
A graduate of Forest Hills Central High School and
acquire 5 more homes. Thus far we have sold 7 homes
Grand Valley State University, she loves running and
we completed, and a sale is pending for another.
sailing in her free time. Linda and her husband, Kevin,
Linda Kanoza
That is a very encouraging absorption rate. We are
have two teenagers, Kyle and Kelsie. She hopes her
educating families with the necessary classes for purchasing the
experience and willingness to help in any way she can will enable
reconstructed foreclosed homes.
the construction division to grow.

ICCF on Cutting Edge of New Federal Program
This summer ICCF was pleased to be
or small business. Hope Network will
invited by the US Department of the
provide employment training and job
Treasury to submit a proposal for a new
search support. Friend of the Court
federal program in support of non-custowill oversee the entire program.
dial parents. The goal of the program is
Final word of approval is expected
to enable financial stability by educating
in October. Sue heard only positive
non-custodial parents so they can meet
feedback and assurances from the
their financial responsibility to their
people she talked with, anticipating
children and participate more fully in
that ICCF would be one of four agentheir lives. The proposal was defended
cies nationwide to receive funding
in Washington, D.C., by Sue Ortiz,
for this pilot program. The goals of
our Director of Housing and Family
the pilot program fit well with ICCF
Services. ICCF aims to collaborate with
goals to support families. Sue reports,
Kent County Friend of the Court and
“People in Washington, D.C., know
with Hope Network. ICCF will provide
about ICCF. We have an excellent
financial management education, housreputation for our programs. It is
Sue Ortiz and Alaine Kemerling
ing support, and a designated number
our success in managing IDAs that
of Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) to help participants
caught their attention in regard to this new program for non-cussave money towards a chosen asset – home ownership, education
todial parents.”

A Word of Thanks
Foreclosure counselor Alaine Kemerling received this encouraging note from a client
who asked her to share it with the ICCF staff. I received permission to include it here.
Morning, Alaine –
Good news, case closed!
We transferred the funds yesterday to Orlans, and they have forwarded them on to
CitiMortgage, so our mortgage is current and the foreclosure case is closed.
Thank you for your insights, efforts, and support during this challenging experience.
Your professionalism combined with compassion were greatly appreciated. You are
good at what you do and are making a real difference in many people’s lives.
Please share our appreciation with the rest of your staff who help so many people
deal with the issues of these difficult economic times.
Wishing you the best.
Regards,
H. H. and D. T.
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WISH LIST
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spade Shovels (pointed tip)
Leaf Rakes
Large Trailer (to haul supplies)
Heavy Duty Garbage Bags
(30–40 gallon)
Pruners (large and small)
Work Gloves
Small Axe
Utility Knives
Hammers
Painters Tape
Paint Brushes (1½–3 Inches)
4 Foot Ladders
Latex or Vinyl Disposable Gloves
Cleaning Supplies
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Board News
In the last issue of Blueprints, we reported that the newest ICCF Board
Member was Bill Byl. Byl served on the ICCF Board of Trustees from 1975–1987
and has been a faithful supporter since ICCF began. He reports that he recruited
Jonathan Bradford for the Executive Director position in 1980. A 1974 graduate
of Calvin College with a BS in Mathematics, Byl is a licensed professional
surveyor who operated his own business prior to his election as Kent County
Bill Byl
Drain Commissioner. He and his wife Annette have four adult children. His long
list of public service includes time in the Michigan House of Representatives, on the Kent County
Board of Commissioners, the Land Conservancy of West Michigan, the Gerald R. Ford Council of
Boy Scouts of America, and the Board of Project Rehab. In his free time Byl loves to read and to sail.
Welcome back, Bill!

Providence Home Mortgage Update
Sue Ortiz reports that Maria Gimenez from
Housing and Family Services has cross-trained
as a mortgage officer and is currently working at
Providence. On Friday, September 24, ICCF was
notified that Gimenez successfully completed all
the requirements necessary for certification as a mortgage originator. She will
begin accepting loan applications immediately. “Maria brings to Providence her
loyalty to ICCF and a commitment to excellence in service,” states Ortiz.
Maria Gimenez
Additionally, Providence recently hired Melissa Bishop as the new loan
processor. Suellen Williams will return from her maternity leave soon to rejoin the team.

Volunteer in the Spotlight
Rachel Lubben has been volunteering 16–20 hours of her time each week
since the first week of August in the Housing and Family Services division.
She commutes from Zeeland to help with foreclosure intervention work. A May
graduate of Calvin College with a BSW, Lubben completed an internship in
Chicago at the Northwest Side Housing Center last year. She learned a lot about
foreclosure, and that knowledge has been a bonus for the HFS division. While
she is interested in urban planning, she intends to volunteer at ICCF for 3–6
Rachel Lubben
months or until she finds employment. Dedication like hers is what makes it
possible for ICCF to continue their foreclosure services. Thank you, Rachel!!

Aquinas Students Provide Valuable Services
Kelbi Clarke and Rebecca Shroyer

Our Education Coordinator, Mary Ayers, wishes to
extend hearty thanks to Aquinas students Kelbi Clarke
and Rebecca Shroyer. Clarke is majoring in English and
pursuing a secondary teaching certificate. Shroyer is also in
her second year, majoring in both English and Economics.
The students provide quality childcare at ICCF which is
extremely important to our program participants. Future
homeowners can attend classes, pay attention, learn as much
as possible about budgeting, consumer protection, investing
and the like while their children play under the watchful eye of volunteers. By providing childcare
supervision during classes, Clarke and Shroyer were instrumental in making our classes possible for a
number of participants. Without the generous support of volunteers, we could not provide many of our
services to the families who need them. These students volunteered many times during the 2009–
2010 school year and have committed themselves to helping again this fall. Thank you!
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Is Your House in Order?
Keeping certain assets in the family requires an estate
Do you have a valid will? What about powers of
plan. Preserving retirement accounts and smooth
attorney in case you become incapacitated? Have you
transition of business ownership calls for careful
taken time to prepare advanced medical directives?
planning as well. And, of course, there is the age-old
Have you ever considered a living trust? If you can
issue of avoiding probate which serves to motivate
answer yes to these questions, my apologies. Perhaps
many to put an estate plan in place.
I’m “preaching to the choir.”
I am not an attorney, but I have worked with many
The reason I ask is a recent study conducted by the
fine professionals in our community over the past 25
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP)
Daryl Vogel
years. If there is one thing they will all agree on, it is
suggests that if you have done any of these things I
that everyone should at least have a valid will.
just mentioned, you’re generally in the minority. Only
Here at ICCF I welcome your inquiry into how you might
60% of Americans over 50 years old have wills, 45% have powers
effectively preserve the greatest portion of your estate for loved
of attorney, 30% have advanced medical directives and 23% have
ones and/or the charitable causes that you wish to remember.
living trusts. In other words, most people have not taken the time
Hopefully, you would include Inner City Christian Federation in
to create a comprehensive estate plan.
that list. By the way, if you have already made such a provision
The fact of the matter is once one becomes an adult, s/he is
in any amount in your existing estate plan, we would love to hear
not too young to begin to put a plan together, regardless of his/
from you. Such notification is kept in strictest confidence and it
her amount of assets, or net worth. There is always the possibility
enables us to plan for the future of our ministry. Please contact me
of loss of capacity due to illness or injury. Marriage brings new
at 616.336.9317 ext 408 to make an appointment or to discuss these
responsibility, especially when children come along, and more so
when those children have special needs. Accidental or “premature” matters further.
Thank you,
death poses real problems if one does not have a will. Divorce,
Daryl Vogel, VP of Advancement
re-marriage and blended families result in new legal challenges.

Concert Series

(continued from page 1)

Creoliztion

Richard App of the art gallery west of ICCF provided tables and chairs. ICCF
sold iced beverages and offered building tours between the music sets. Guest
artists were Ralston Bowles (June), Glenn Bulthuis (July), and Creolization
(August). The audience response was warm, and guests reflected the fan base
that each local artist has. The music drew attention from passing pedestrians,
cyclists, and cars and from patrons at Corez and Green Well. On August 19
the engaged crowd really got caught up in the energy of the zydeco band
Creolization. We thank David Molinari of Creolization for handling the
sound equipment at all three concerts. ICCF took the opportunity to distribute
literature about our programs and to invite donations to the “garden box.”
Board member Hollie Schipper is excited already about planning a garden
concert series for next summer. “Stay tuned.”
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Glenn Bulthuis
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Making places to come home to.

Thank You,
Volunteers
On September 21, ICCF was
grateful for the volunteer work
done at 130 Nancy Street SE.
A group of 19 employees from
Kregel Parable Bookstores donated
four hours to landscaping and
rebuilding a shed. Here are some
of the results.

Tim Salik, Jerry Kregel, Jim Kregel, Cathy Vila, Phil Anderson, Martha Zamora

ICCF exists because of the generosity of individuals, businesses, churches, and foundations.
There are many ways you can support ICCF’s housing ministry — financial gifts, gifts of stocks, gifts of real estate, bequests, materials and time.
We are very grateful for our faithful partners and ask that you continue to help make places for families to come home to. Thank you.

phone (616) 336-9333 • fax (616) 336-9323 • website: www.iccf.org

